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Principal theme: Connected histories

• Industrial links forged in expansion of trade and diplomacy 
between Japan and Africa over course of 20th Century

• Explored through the lenses of political-economy & geo-
institutional forces
• i.e. systemic conditions, firms’ internationalization patterns, business links

• As well as through micro-biographies of specific persons (e.g. 
Toyota’s Albert Wessels)



Prevailing idea: Africa – the ‘dark continent’; historically of little interest 
to Japan

• Few connections

• ‘Distant others’

Intellectual views on Africa in Meiji Japan

‘(A) few years ago, Africa was called the dark 
Africa, but it would be the source of wealth in 
the next decade and it would be the (western 
imperial powers) that would gain profits from 
it, not (Japan)… The theatres of interest in the 
twentieth century would be China and Africa’ 
(Afurika no Zento, 1899).









Source: Mizobe, Y. 2017





Sparked ‘Yellow Peril’ discourse in
Britain and Union of South Africa

Context:

- Mixed experiences in South African 
agriculture sector in interwar years

- Boom and bust of niche sectors (e.g. 
ostrich feathers)

- Depression years of 1920s

- Growing trend of urbanisation among rural 
white population – economic ramifications

- 1913 Immigration Act – set out to limit 
Asian immigration to South Africa





A complex set of relations mid-to late 20th Century

National Party Cabinet meeting, 1952
DF Malan collection, Stellenbosch University

The ‘South Africa Question’ 
in Japan’s economic relations 

with Africa



South African import-substitution industrialization and Japanese investments

1970s

Sishen-Saldanha Bay project
• 860km railway line from iron ore 

mine at Sishen to coast
• Steel mill at Saldanha
• Japanese firms’ contracts with 

ISCOR for steel and iron ore

Algoa Bay
• Iron ore + manganiferous ore

Orange River power plant
• Hitachi-Tokyo Shibaura + ESCOM



Rise of Japanese automobiles in South Africa

• Interrelationship with extension of South Africa’s manufacturing 
sector

• Rise of Afrikaner industrialist class
• Toyota’s South African story centred on Albert Wessels

• Late 1950s started exploring possibility of assembling
cars in South Africa under manufacturer’s licence

• (at time local businessmen involved with assembly
of Datsun vehicles)



Exploratory visits to Japan, 1960



Import of the Stout bakkie from 1962
- by 1964 more than 4,500 units sold, market share

of close to 13%

1965 – Board of Trade and Industries permitted 
partial
local assembly of passenger vehicles

Corona sedan first Toyota brand to be manufactured
in South Africa



• Wessels’ dynasty – one of symbols of South African corporate success

• Automobile industry became significant component of country’s 
manufacturing economy

Link to Afrikaner nationalistic tide

On the ‘armblanke vraagstuk’ (poor white) question:
‘Ons het daarvan bewus gebly dat ons ouers verslaan was en diep in ons
gemoed het daar ’n sug na rehabilitasie ontstaan. Dit het ontwikkel in ’n 
drang om te bewys dat jy minstens die gelyke van die oweraars en hul
nasate is’
‘…(O)ur parents were subjugated (in the Anglo-Boer War) and deep in our 
consciousness an urge for rehabilitation arose. It developed into a desire 
to prove that you were at least the equal of the (English) victors and their 
descendants. 



Larger significance of these mid-Century dynamics

• While links with apartheid South Africa drew much international criticism
• Japan’s foundational involvement in South African industry

• 1960s and 1970s major phases of Japanese firms’ internationalisation into Africa 
through conduit of South African economy

• Emergence of bifurcated approach to the African market
• Black Africa - resource-seeking internationalisation

• Republic of South Africa – resource-seeking + strategic-asset & market-seeking

• The factor of path dependence







Conclusion

• Long history of interaction that reflected formative political moments in both Japan and 
Africa and Japan and South Africa

• Entangled industrial relations (though obscured under shadow of politics)

• Factor of path dependence – relations locked into specific trajectory as result of past 
decisions/patterns

• The little-explored dimension of Japanese firms’ African internationalization which 
display important phases in the Japan-Africa relationship


